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Forces of Nature
by Kate Harrison
Record-breaking rains drenched Covenant’s campus over the past week, triggering
a small mudslide behind campus on Monday
morning and causing a headache of other
maintenance problems.
The mudslide happened at a lower
embankment behind Brock Hall and the
Chapel. Sodden earth gave way and spilled
mud, trees, and rocks onto Scenic Highway.
Georgia Department of Transportation
workers hustled to clean up the mess of slathered mud and move trees, rocks, and other
debris off the road. Some of the workers said
they had been working all night on other
rain damages across the community.
At one point a backhoe pulled a giant
boulder off the bottom of the bank where the
mudslide had carried it. Workers said it still
posed a threat so they were going to remove

Week of rain culminates in two-day 6.74inch deluge, bringing flooding, mudslides,
and damage to Covenant community.
it completely.
“That rock could have been there a hundred years. It could stay for another hundred
years, or it could slip again in five minutes,”
one worker said.
Morning classes in Brock Hall and in the
Chapel were cancelled due to fears of gas
leaks caused by the slide. An evaluation by
Atlanta Gas Light revealed that gas pipes
were not broken but rather only exposed.
One Atlanta Gas worker said they were
planning to turn off gas at certain valves in
the pipeline as a precautionary measure.

Two surveyors with Hopkins Surveying
Group looked at the embankment on Tuesday and observed a new fissure in the terrain
which increases the chances of another
mudslide.
“We will do everything we can to keep
it from happening again but ultimately that
is in the Lord’s hands,” said Vice President
of Advancement Troy Duble, who is also
overseeing Facilities.
Duble said Covenant has assembled a
team of professionals—a civil engineer, a
geo-technical engineer, and the contactor

GARRETT REID

who built Brock Hall—to help Covenant figure out the best plans, short and long term,
for going forward.
The team does not believe the structures
are threatened, but is continuing to monitor
the situation.
Duble said he has seen small slides onto
Scenic Highway during his years on the
mountain, but recollects nothing like the
slide on Monday.
The grounds were not the only area that
suffered damage from the rain. Leaks have
sprung in buildings all over campus.
The most significant damage occurred
in CL16, where water leaked into the baby
grand piano. The piano has been taken
apart, with the keyboard now drying in the
hallway, and a fan and dehumidifier helping

see RAIN, page 2

Menutainment Chef wins students over with creative dishes and kind words
By Daniel Coulbourne
Since the beginning of the semester the
Menutainment line in the Great hall has
been increasing in length at a steady rate.
The line, which is often so long that it
blocks off access to the sandwich bar, is
chiefly comprised of fork-clutching students
joking with the affable new cook while
eagerly awaiting their fix of what freshman
Ashley Stewart calls “by far the best food in

the Great Hall.”
The cheerful cuisinier, Troy Wooten,
has, in his three short weeks at Covenant,
already established himself as a culinary
powerhouse. His food, and the cheerful
comments he serves up with it such as “I
hope you enjoy that,” seems to be building a
loyal following.
Wooten says that the attitudes of Covenant students are what enable him to keep
up his own spirits while cooking.
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“It makes my day to serve them; they’re
always smiling, always have a kind word,”
he said. “It’s not just words to me. I really
mean what I say. I want you to enjoy your
food; I want you to enjoy your life.”
Every day at 11:00 a.m. Wooten arrives
at work and is given a list of basic ingredients with which he plans a dish. He says
that his ideas for dishes as well as their
preparation is far from a solo effort.
“It’s never just me. I’ll even include some

of the students here,” Wooten said. “I’m an
adventurer-cook. If someone says ‘I don’t
know how those will work together,’ I’m going to try, and if it’s good it’s good.”
Some of Wooten’s most popular dishes
in the past have been his succulent KeyLime chicken over rice and his simple pesto
BLT sandwiches.
Wooten’s laid-back and friendly attitude
isn’t merely a public face. “I worked with

see TROY, page 2
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NEWS
from RAIN on page 1.

to dry out the rest of the instrument.
The piano tuner will repair two broken
hammers. This was apparently the only
major damage and it is reparable. There was
also some non-dripping moisture trapped in
the walls in CL13, Dr. Brown’s office, but it
did not damage any instruments.
Several students and professors could not
make it to school on Monday, as the roads in
their communities were flooded.
Greater Chattanooga and surrounding counties have suffered devastation. The
Chattanooga Times-Free Press reported
KATE HARRISON Tuesday that over 500 people had been
Chef Troy Wooten serves up a pasta dish to Senior Anna Carnes.
displaced from their homes in East Ridge.
explained. “I loved it and moved on from
Residents in developments in LaFayette and
from TROY on page 1.
there.”
Ft. Oglethorpe were also evacuated this
Troy the past two summers,” sophomore
Wooten said that he hopes to continue to week.
Jacob Corbett said. “His positive attitude
evolve as a cook while here at Covenant.
In Chattanooga, one man has been prehas a great effect on his co-workers.”
“I say that if you don’t learn something
sumed dead after raging floodwaters pulled
43-year-old Wooten has been cooking
every day, then that day is wasted. So,
him down into a culvert on E. 14th Street.
for more than 25 years. He got his start
whether you like something or don’t like
He and a friend were holding onto a chain
in the industry working at Shoney’s when
something come let me know and I’ll keep
link fence to keep from being swept into the
he was fifteen. “I lied about my age and
that in mind.”
culvert after wading in high water near a
started out as their breakfast cook,” he
storm drain. Firefighters and paramedics
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rescued one man, but were unable to reach
the other in time.
Georgia governor Sonny Perdue issued
an executive order declaring a state of emergency in 17 counties affected by heavy rain.
This included Walker County.
Over the weekend, the Tennessee Valley
Authority opened its floodgates to spill water
through seven of its 29 dams because of
heavy rains across the seven-state region.
The two-day rain total for Lookout
Mountain, GA, reached 6.74 inches by
Monday afternoon. In one week, a total of
9.47 inches fell on the mountain, bringing
the September total up to 10.54 inches, 5.76
inches above the September average.
Rain is expected to continue until next
Monday. On Tuesday afternoon, however,
blue skies emerged for a few hours and
students shed their rain boots and coats to
soak in the long-missed sun. Senior Luisa
DiBernardo paused in the parking lot while
walking between buildings to stare up at the
sky. “I forgot how deep the color blue is,” she
said.
With reporting by Kaitlin Fender. Sources: National Weather Service, Chattanooga Times-Free Press

Neal Conference speaker calls for renewed commitment to the gospel
sharing the Word with others in the community.
Covenant College was cloaked in a
“Keep fanning the flame of God’s gift.
dismal blanket of fog last week, but the
Don’t give up. God has called you. God has
hearts of the students were called to life by
gifted you for a great and glorious purpose...
the ministries of musician Andrew Peterson
A new generation of Timothy’s are needed.
and speaker Reverend Stafford Carson, who The gospel must be passed on, pure and
headlined this year’s Neal Conference.
uncorrupted,” Carson said.
Andrew Peterson, a prominent Christian
“My hope,” said Messner, “Is that sturecording artist and songwriter, performed
dents are impacted by the gospel so the grace
in Tuesday morning chapel, followed by a
of the Lord Jesus is not just something we
full concert on Tuesday night.
talk about and study intellectually, but that
The keynote speaker of the conferGod penetrates our hearts with the gospel.”
ence was Reverend Stafford Carson of the
Many Covenant students seem to have
First Presbyterian Church in Portadown,
been impacted in just such a way.
Northern Ireland, who also holds the title
Junior Jonathan Knopf said of student-led
of Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of
chapel on Monday, “It was awesome getting
Ireland.
together as Covenant students and taking
Sophomore Peter McCrory, who worked time to pray for our own community and for
on the Neal Conference committee, said
the greater community of Chattanooga.”
they chose Carson because of his position
Each academic year, shortly after the fall
as moderator, but also because Chaplain
semester begins, Covenant hosts a keynote
Aaron Messner, an acquaintance of Messner, speaker and musician who contribute to a
recommended him.
series of special chapels and events through“It was the personal conversations that
out the week.
made me understand his character and the
The Neal Conference originated when
importance of his role in Ireland. That defiJoanne Clark, the widow of former Covenant
nitely affected the way I listened to his talks,” student Chuck Neal, dedicated a financial
said McCrory.
fund to the college in her husband’s memory.
Rev. Carson brought a refreshing and
This fund was to be used every year to sponstraightforward challenge to the table as he
sor a student-led conference. The events
preached from 2 Timothy and exhorted the
have featured speakers who inspire and chal- Rev. Carson spoke with an infectious passion and sincerity.
students of Covenant to pursue God and His lenge students to live out their faith and grow
grace, while standing firm in the faith and
deeper in their relationship with God.

By Kate Meyers

Faculty Quote of the Week:

NATE CARL

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“The closest thing to an ideal community at Covenant College is the Ghetto.”
- Dr. Vos in Principles of Sociology

OPINION
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Yes... to the occasional
No...

to a seven day precipitation marathon culminating
in a deluge to make Noah roll
over in his grave.

Letters to
the editor are
welcome!
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with “Letter to
the Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 169, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Make letters topical and keep them under
200 words.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.
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The Verdict
rainy day.
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Loving by speaking truth: Why I am not a nice Christian
by Philip Pugh

the Church at Ephesus to “speak
the truth in love.” I interpret that
In last week’s Bagpipe, there
as also being an exhortation to
was an article by Mr. Small“love by speaking the truth.”
man on his concern that politics,
Mr. Smallman brought up the
particularly from the right wing,
recent event in the House of
are getting nasty. While I agree
Representatives where Congressthat, in general, politics are nasty,
man Wilson shouted “You lie!” at
the rest of his article focused on
President Obama. While this was
loving the other side even to the
certainly rude, it was not necespoint where Mr. Smallman recom- sarily unloving. If the congressmended actually focusing more on man was truly convinced that the
loving one’s opponent in a debate
President was telling the country
rather than on convincing the
an untruth, then his response of
audience of the truth. This, in my
“You lie!” was quite appropriate.
opinion, is simply wrong.
It is not loving to allow a lie to be
In Ephesians 4, Paul exhorts
presented as true.

In other words, it is unloving to
not speak the truth. As Christians,
we are commanded to speak the
truth regardless of what others think of us. In an age where
speaking the Biblical truths about
human sexuality, abortion, and
false religions is perceived as “hate
speech”, there is no room for “nice
Christians” who apologize for what
God says in His word.
I am not going to be a “nice”
Christian. I am not going to apologize for the Gospel or for the fact
that our God does judge. It is not
loving of me to pretend that the politically incorrect statements of the

Bible about sin and the exclusivity
of the Gospel are anything less
than God’s truth. If I truly believe
that something that the President
is advocating is against that word,
than I will not be silent. “You lie!”
is a perfectly appropriate and loving response. People have a right to
know what God says in His word.
We cannot sacrifice truth on the
altar of love because to fail to speak
the truth would be unloving and
would not glorify God. We must
love our neighbor by speaking the
truth even—or perhaps especially—when that truth is hateful
to him.

Distinguishing between personal opinions and Biblical truth
by Isaiah Smallman
I would like to address some
criticisms that I have received
about my article published last
week called “R.E.S.P.E.C.T.” The
general feeling I have gotten is that
many people missed the point of
the article. For the most part, it was
meant to be non-partisan criticism.
I’m sorry if my article came
across as a stab at the right wing

but I only wrote the article from
a liberal perspective because that
is what I know. I am by no means
claiming that liberals are any better at living out what I was calling
for in my article. If I was conservative, I could have written the same
exact article about liberals and it
would have been just as valid.
I have also been told that we
should speak the truth regardless
of what people think about it. I

agree. But there are ways to speak
the truth without beating people
over the head with it. Also, it is
critical that we separate our political opinions from Biblical truth.
We should stand firmly behind
the truths presented in the Bible
regardless of what people think
about them. Arguing someone into
submission isn’t always the best way
to be a good witness. There are
times you just have to love people

A word from Student Senate
Elections and other things that bore you
by Thomas O’ban
In the Student Senate general elections last spring, this year’s
president, vice-president, treasurer,
junior class president, and director of
student ministries ran unopposed.
It was both convenient and
depressing. Either the thought of so
much time tied up in serving was too
daunting or Student Senate wasn’t
viewed as a viable opportunity for
servant leadership. If the latter was
the case, I can understand. Senate
has done a poor job in the past of informing the students it represents regarding its purpose and action—but
if it was the first reason, I’m at a loss.
Service is demanding and daunting,
but it is vital.
The freshman class just put us
all to shame. Keifer Wynn’s victory
last Monday was the product of five
freshmen excited about running for
the position of class president, and
over two thirds of the class came out
to vote both for the general and runoff election. Now Wynn will have to

give up a few hours every week, but not only does he
get to serve others, he gets to represent his class when
it comes to decisions that affect the whole student
body in nearly every facet of its experience.
I hate running the risk of self-promotion, but I’ll

the way they are (hopefully that
sounds familiar).
So please, by all means, discuss
your political beliefs. Get to know
the issues and show people you
know why you stand behind them.
Just don’t forget that you are talking
to or about a child of God and your
political beliefs are not exactly on
the same level as the inspired word
of God.

do it here because this is important. While Senate isn’t the only avenue for weekly service to your
fellow students, it’s an obvious one. And if you are
not interested in serving on Senate, realize that you
have an opportunity to voice your opinions by voting for the right candidate.
The election for Campus Activities Board
Director is this fall—I’m hoping for a better turn
out this time.

1) 15% discount after 5pm every day except
Wednesday for students who present their
college ID
2) Wednesday is .65 cent Chicken
Tender special all day each
Wednesday
4) Catering and delivery for Large Parties

3) WIFI

808 Scenic Hwy. Lookout Mtn. TN. 37350 Phone: 423-468-4460
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The Informant!
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Movie Reviews

entertains without too much finger pointing

by Luke Mosher
Have you ever seen Matt Damon look
incompetent? Did you see The Good Shepherd and think, “Gee, Matt Damon doesn’t
look nerdy enough – I don’t think they’re
really pushing his dorkiness to the limit
here?” The Informant!’s biggest success is
making Bourne a buffoon.
The Informant! is the latest effort
from Steven Soderbergh, who tends to be
somewhat of a wildcard in the movie business. Few directors have been as diverse.
He’s had wild commercial success in the
“Oceans” series, genre movies like The
Good German and Solaris, and avant-garde
experimental films like Bubble and Schizopolis. The Informant! sees Soderbergh slide into
Cohen Brothers territory, mixing satirical
black comedy, slick, commercial appeal,
and biographical fact.
The film is an adaptation of the
non-fiction work of the same name. Our
hapless hero is Mark Whitacre, a high
level executive in a lysine food additive
business who gives up his high-paying job
to turn whistle blower for an FBI investigation involving price-fixing in the lysine

The Informant! succeeds in making Matt Damon look like a buffoon.
market around the world. He works as an
informant for the government for three
years, competently gathering information
but slowly cracking under the pressure,
eventually entangling himself in a web of

his own creation.
The Informant! is structured like a
corkscrew, spiraling downward like a
disaster film. The narrative is driven by
little layers of deception that slowly peel

away to reveal bigger blunder after bigger
blunder. Whitacre gives us his stream-ofconsciousness thoughts about the lysine
business, Reader’s Digest and TIME articles,
and whatever else happens to occur to
him, providing a wonderfully bizarre and
off-beat narration.
What The Informant! feels like to the
viewer is basically an extended SNL skit.
It’s a really fun skit and it’s funny, but
deep down it’s all just a big joke. The film
focuses on Whitacre’s incompetence rather
than the corrupt practices of big businesses, and isn’t so much social commentary as
it is sitcom.
But I think I’m okay with that. I’m
okay with letting The Informant! do its
thing, because it feels good to watch
something that’s not didactic every once
in a while. Soderbergh is a director in the
traditional Hollywood studio tradition
who just wants to entertain, and he’s good
at it. At this point, does anyone really need
to point out that something’s wrong with
corrupt corporate America? Let’s leave the
finger pointing to Michael Moore and let
Stephen Soderbergh make us laugh.

9 suffers from identity crisis
by Sam Townes

clichés draped loosely over the bare bones
plot. At points it sounds like Elijah Wood
9 is an animated tale based on the 2005 is still longing for the LOTR days, as he
short film by Shane Acker. It tells the story
vaguely waxes epic with lines such as “We
of 9 rag doll creations who are the last rem- have to do this!” or “I have to save him” or
nants of humanity, each of them carrying a “We have to destroy it.” Yawn. The narrapiece of their creator’s soul and numbered
tive is informed by a video game sense of
successively. Tim Burton backed and procausality in which things happen because
duced a full-length version after seeing the
they are happening, only to loop back
short film. The story, however, (at least in its around in a profoundly dissatisfying circle
current form) lacks the dimensions to fill out of self-causation. At the end of the movie
such a large screen endeavor.
we are left only with a head-scratching
The plot of the film is an intriguing one, “Why?” and this horrible feeling that yes, I
and it echoes the conflicts faced by human- could have gone to Mellow Mushroom with
kind after the industrial age and during the that $9.25.
beginning of the modern era. The parallels
While 9 fails to capitalize on almost any
between the scientist and God are fairly evi- of its potential, it is highly compelling at the
dent, and the plot even captures some of the visual level. The animation is imaginative,
clash between religion and science through and it is a pity that this seems to have come
its portrayal of the superstitious and corrupt at the expense of the script. Then again,
#1 (Christopher Plummer) and the intrepid this is a Tim Burton project. While the plot
#9 (Elijah Wood). Unfortunately, someone
is episodic and disjointed, the individual
decided that this should maybe be a kid’s
scenes are vividly drawn and the postmovie, so none of these ideas are really
apocalyptic world is equal parts reality and
fleshed out. The movie does not move much whimsy. “9” is a frustrating film because I
further beyond the synopsis which I have
know that if an adult had written the script,
just given.
this could be an animated film of “Iron GiIt feels as if the screenwriters got stuck
ant” stature. As it stands, Acker and Burton
on the fence which borders Kid Land and
succeed merely in creating a film which is
Real Storytelling, and ended up creating a
too disturbing for children (God is dead?
movie with mature themes and a juvenile
Uh...), and too simple (I waited 80 minutes
narrative. As a result, the dialogue feels as
for that?!?) for adults.
though it were extraneous—a patchwork of

9 boasts impressive visuals, but the story doesn’t measure up.
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Covenant College Theatre presents

The Caucasian
Chalk Circle
by Luisa DiBernardo

is played by Autumn Brown. To protect
herself and the child she ends up marrying
While American soldiers prepared to en- a peasant.
ter Germany in 1944, German playwright
The second story is about Azdak, played
Bertolt Brecht was in the United States hard by B. Mitchell, who accidentally becomes
at work on “The Caucasian Chalk Circle.”
the town’s judge. Brecht portrays Azdak
This play, based off of a Chinese fable, will
as a sort of Solomon figure. In the words
be presented over the next couple weeks by of Mitchell, Azdak is “a scoundrel, idiot,
Covenant’s Theatre Department under the and drunk” whose uneducated decisions
direction of Professor Claire Slavovsky.
ironically happen to be just. The two stories
Unlike other plays that Covenant has
finally come together when the governor’s
performed, “Chalk Circle” is a stylized
wife returns to the town. She accuses
play—everything is portrayed in a manGrusha of kidnapping her child and has
nered or nonrealistic way. Characters are
her arrested. Azdak judges which is the
distinguished by a personal prop like a
true mother in the same way that Solomon
shawl or hat, but otherwise everything is
judges the two women in 1 Kings 3:14-28.
neutral, which includes black costumes and Bertolt Brecht portrays his communistic
a plain set. In one scene, two girls hold fans views in the end results by showing that if
to depict snowfall. The play is narrated by
you have invested the most into something
a singer, Laura Childers, whose character
then you have the right to own it. He also
allows the audience to know what the active touches on the themes of sacrificial love,
characters are thinking. The music, which
the cost of war, and justice that benefits the
also plays a special role in telling the story,
poor.
is an original score for piano, flute, oboe,
A trademark of Bertolt Brecht’s playviolin and cello, written by Justin Johns for
writing is making his audience think in
his SIP.
such a way that they are compelled to take
Brecht sets this play in the 17th century
action, a goal which Slavovsky likewise has
in the Caucasus region of Russia in a town
in mind for her audience. Through “Chalk
called Grusinia. There are two different
Circle,” she calls the audience to focus on
stories told in the play that are eventually
the play’s dominant themes of justice and
connected in the final act. The first story is
sacrificial love. Come see what thoughts
about a coup d’état in the town that results
China and Germany can stir in your mind
with the decapitation of the governor. In
in Sanderson 215 on October 1-3 and 9th
fear for her life, the governor’s wife flees
at 8 p.m. and on October 10th at 2:30 PM.
the town, but leaves behind her child. The
Tickets are $7 for adults and $5 for students
child is adopted by the maid, Grusha, who
and seniors.

“Caucasian Chalk Circle” will be performed in Sanderson 215 on October
1-3 and 9th at 8 p.m. and on October 10th at 2:30 p.m.. Tickets are $7 for
adults and $5 for students and seniors.

Yes, gangsters play chess too.

Album Review:

Raekwon Delivers
Mafia Gangster Goodness
By Austin Humbles
The infamous rap group Wu-Tang Clan
spun off a number of successful solo acts in
the late 90’s, beginning with Method Man’s
Tical in 1994. Raekwon followed a year
later with his solo debut Only Built 4 Cuban
Linx, an opulent crime epic that showcased
new sounds from producer RZA. The album was a commercial and critical success,
but Raekwon’s next two albums were met
with lukewarm reception. In 2007, he announced Only Built 4 Cuban Linx Pt. II, and
fans have been waiting eagerly ever since.
Only Built 4 Cuban Linx Pt. II was one
of the most hyped hip-hop releases of the
year, seconded perhaps only by Jay-Z’s The
Blueprint 3. But unlike his contemporary,
Raekwon actually delivers. The album is
a near-seamless continuation of its gritty
gangster forebear in style and substance.
Flawless production from RZA, Dr. Dre,
and many others mesh perfectly with posthumous material from J Dilla. Raekwon
and his Wu-Tang peers offer some of their
strongest lyricism to date, and masterful guest spots are sprinkled deliberately
throughout, including Jadakiss, Slick Rick,
and Busta Rhymes. Raekwon’s own skills
are never overwhelmed by this massive pool
of rap talent.

Despite their skillful delivery, graphic
violence and explicit sexuality make the
lyrics hard to swallow at times. Make no
mistake, this is unapologetic gangster rap.
But beneath the carnage and drug lingo an
undertone of sadness can be found. Beanie
Sigel’s verse on “Have Mercy” conveys
genuine regret: “Try to teach my son right,
give him some jewels / But it’s hard to raise
my boy from this visiting room.” Raekwon
and his crew may be gangsters, but they
have feelings too.
Perhaps the most enjoyable aspect
of Cuban Linx Pt. II is its loose narrative,
which tells the story of a mafioso’s rise to
the top. This character crops up throughout the album, and his tale is summarized
on the final track on the album, “Kiss the
Ring.” This adds one more rich layer on
an album already dense with old kung-fu
movie samples, Cosa Nostra references, and
ninja antics. Raekwon and the Wu-Tang
Clan are peerless in the industry, and their
rarely-achieved consistency makes Only
Built 4 Cuban Linx Pt. II easily the best hiphop album

Want to write for Arts?
Email your articles to Luke Mosher
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The Newton I never knew
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Hiding our ugly sides keeps us from
fulfilling our corporate callings
by Dave Connis
Isaac Newton, a big gun in mathematics,
history, space and other equally impressive
things, wasn’t as straight laced as people
typically think.
His dad died before he was born, and at
the age of three his mom left him to be with
his stepfather. Growing up he struggled with
rage, as most children do, often wanting
to burn his house down with his mom and
step dad in it. After college, he escaped the
plague, endured his apple ordeal, and wound
up both a professor at Cambridge and a
clergy member.
Though Newton did many things we
all do on a regular basis (you know, invent
calculus, develop a theory of gravity, and
construct a telescope) he believed that affirming the doctrine of the Trinity was a
heresy because he would be acknowledging
more than one god. Under this interpretation, worshiping Jesus and the Holy Spirit is
in violation of the first commandment.
In Newton’s day, denying the Trinity
was a sure way to get kicked out of church,

so Newton would have lost everything if the
church discovered his true beliefs. So he hid.
He hid his theories, he hid himself, and he
hid his secrets. Now as a result we are still deciphering his scientific notes and uncovering
Newton’s true character and beliefs.
The modern view of Newton paints him
to be an upright model Christian with a
perfect smile who happens to be one of the
best scientists in the world to date. As we can
tell by his desire to burn down houses and
commit murder, this isn’t perfectly true. I
bring up Newton so I can make a claim. If
we as Christians spent less time hiding our
sins, hiding our flaws, and hiding our true
nature, we would accomplish a lot more for
the kingdom of God. We waste so much energy trying to hide ourselves. The first thing
that Adam and Eve did after they sinned was
hide their nakedness. They were covering up
that which was originally meant and created
to be out in the open. In the community of
Christianity, we are all fine. As emotionally challenged doctor Christina Yang from
“Gray’s Anatomy” says, “we’re fine people,
we work in a fine hospital, I’m fine.”

So why did the traditional view of
Newton as a perfect Christian scientist get
handed down for over three centuries when
it clearly is not accurate? Maybe historians
didn’t want to allow the truth to get out because they were trying to hide the ugliness of
humanity. Okay, so Newton hiding a heresy
probably isn’t the best example of what I’m
trying to get at, but the core idea remains the
same. We hide the ugly stuff.
What I’m getting at is not “leave your

kids at home and they will invent a new
branch of math.” My point is that we are all
called to what I shall call “corporateness,”
which is a call found in Scripture that we can
only answer as a community of Christian
believers. So over the next few weeks I am
going to discuss several “corporatenesses”
we are called to in light of the claim stated
above. These are corporate worship, prayer,
sin/repentance and corporate redemption.
Be ready to be found out!

Life, Liberty, and Property—Getting back to the original ideals
healthcare to its citizens for the simple
reason that it is not enumerated within the
Constitution. In fact, the tenth amendment
to the Constitution states, “The powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively, or to
the people.”
So how does the Federal Government
justify its incursions into the private sector
of the 1930s with Social Security or in the
1960s with Medicare and Medicaid? The
answer lies within the “Interstate Commerce Clause” located in Article 1, section
8, clause 3 of the Constitution, which states
that Congress shall have the power, “To
regulate Commerce with foreign Nations,
and among the several States, and with the
Indian Tribes.” Through the broad interpretations laid down in a series of Supreme
Court decisions, Congress, and to an extent
the Federal Government, have assumed
far more power than the Founders of this
nation ever thought would be healthy for a
republic.
When too much power resides in one
governing body, tyranny takes over with
by Thomas Holcombe
Thomas Jefferson borrowed heavily
rebellion soon to follow. Examples of this
from Locke’s ideas when he wrote the Dec- occurrence abound throughout history: the
John Locke wrote in his treatise Of Civil laration of Independence over two hunFrench Revolution of the 1790s, the English
Government, “The great and chief end...of
dred years ago. While times have indeed
Civil War of the 1640s and ‘50s, and, to
men’s uniting into commonwealths and
changed since 1776, the same principles ap- a lesser extent, South Africa in the 1960s.
putting themselves under government, is the ply to today’s government and culture. The People will not stand for these invasions of
preservation of their property.”
Federal Government has no right to provide personal privacy for an indefinite amount

of time. However, if the voices of opposition
do not stand up to the presidential “bully
pulpit,” they may soon lose their fundamental right to free speech.
People were not created to serve other
people, nor were people created to serve the
government. So why is the government demanding that billions of tax dollars be spent
financing a healthcare system designed for
the people that will not be paying for it?
The answers, of course, are votes and a prolongation of power. For all of their rhetoric
about compassion and heart, liberals and
Democrats are seeking votes. They realize
that by giving people free handouts (read:
Social Security benefits, welfare checks, free
government housing, and now nationalized healthcare) they are investing political
capital for the next election. Who would
vote for someone that would kick them out
of their government paid-for housing and
make them get a job when they could simply re-elect someone who gave them a more
desirable lifestyle? Yes, God calls Christians
to care for the poor and the economically
challenged. However, we are not called to
trap individuals in a cycle of systemic dependency by giving them handouts for life.
This sort of paternalistic giving engenders a
lack of responsibility in its recipients reminiscent of childhood. And if the American
people are continually treated like children,
who will be left to lead?
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60,000 troops
but no end in sight?
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Political instability in Afghanistan
bodes ill for foreign soldiers
by Will Sunderland

As the politicians dispute the election
results, the central government of AfLast week the Afghan Electoral Comghanistan lacks the coherency to combat
plaints Commission (ECC) invalidated
the Taliban. The pre-election attacks and
votes from the August 20 election, a move
episodes of violence since serve as a rewhich could mean trouble for the more
minder that while Afghanistan has enjoyed
than 60,000 American troops already in
unprecedented growth in infrastructure,
Afghanistan.
communications, and industry, the country
The vote invalidation means more
is not fully stable.
instability in a country which has struggled
Without political stability, much of the
against political instability and a resurgent
burden of combating the Taliban is borne
Taliban since the United States removed
by foreign troops, predominantly Amerithe Taliban in 2001. Because of the uncans. American troops have been stationed
stable political situation, foreign troops have in Afghanistan since 2001. President Barack
carried out much of the containment efforts Obama recently sent 30,000 extra troops
against the Taliban and have served as
to Afghanistan to raise the total number
peacekeepers throughout the country.
stationed there to more than 60,000.
In the face of continued fighting, the
Since 2001 a total of 1,369 foreign
August 20 election was tainted by low voter soldiers have been killed. For the United
turnout. The resurgent Taliban launched
States, 2009 has been the most deadly year
attacks in southern and eastern Afghanisince 2001 with 190 casualties so far. Four
stan, causing large numbers of Afghanis to
American soldiers were killed last week in
avoid polls.
an attack in the eastern province of Kunar
In addition, the election results have
along with a reporter, a British soldier, and
been plagued by allegations of fraud and
two Afghani civilians who were killed in
voter manipulation. Initial results showed
a rescue mission to free a kidnapped New
that current President Hamid Karzai garYork Times reporter.
nered over fifty percent of the vote, giving
Without a unified government, the numhim the needed majority to win the election bers of foreign troops in Afghanistan are
and avoid another vote recount.
likely to increase as the United States and
Abdullah Abdullah, Karzai’s main
its allies attempt to bring stability. The comcontender for office, claims that the elecing months will show if the United States
tion was rigged by President Karzai. The
can even bring stability to a country which
Afghan ECC’s decision to invalidate votes
has never been pacified by a foreign power.
seems to confirm Abdullah’s suspicions.

Want to write for Faith or Outlook?
Email your articles to Will Lutz and Hannah Vanbiber.

The morality of capitalism
Perhaps we are the problem, not the system
by Josh Barrett

est is not greed and selfishness, but looks a
lot like the golden rule. People are to put
What do moral conservatives and ecothemselves into others’ situations in order
nomic liberals have in common? They both to identify with their emotions and then act
think capitalism can breed immorality. In
toward that person in a manner that will
the wake of the fall of the Berlin Wall and
help them. This is the foundation for marthe collapse of the Soviet Union it is appar- kets in Smith’s other work Wealth of Nations,
ent to most that capitalism is more efficient in which producers find ways to provide
and productive than socialism. This makes for the needs of others and in the end are remorality the most recent and relevant objec- warded for their work by making a fair rate
tion to capitalism.
of profit. That is, it’s in my best interest to
Moral conservatives find the freedom
meet the needs of others, because in the end
of capitalism to cause tension between effiit will take care of me as well. This is why
ciency and morality. Political and economic businesses focus on having good customer
freedom is desirable for a strong economy,
service; only satisfied customers will return.
but it also makes way for less-than-holy
Capitalism has evolved since this classical
pursuits (such as the rapid increase of
presentation of the idea and become more
professional prostitution after the industrial cut-throat than it should be.
revolution.) This is seen in the battles that
The previously mentioned moral
are being waged over issues like stem-cell
concerns are valid and must be addressed,
research and human cloning. The research and though my attempt at reconciliation
will undoubtedly benefit already living
between capitalism and morality is vastly
people, but the costs of morality and the
incomplete and unsatisfying, it’s a place
sanctity of life are too high. The moral
to start. It’s important to recognize that
conservative’s solution is sacrificing freedom the morality/money problem transcends a
to a more powerful government that can
solely economical debate. Society reveals
legislate morality in this area.
the morality of its individual members.
Economic liberals, on the other hand,
Capitalism is a system based on meeting
look at the massive wage gap between
the needs of others. For every good that is
the rich and poor and dub capitalism a
created there is a demand for it that keeps it
breeding ground for greed, corruption, and in business (the previously mentioned boom
selfishness. All of which had something to
in prostitution, for example). No governdo with that little housing market crash
ment system will ever extricate the deepand credit crisis mishap last year. And
seated sin in our hearts that manifests itself
even though money could theoretically be
in greed and immorality. Before we blame
diffused through society, we don’t always
capitalism for our country’s woes, we need
see it happen in reality. Their solution is a
to take a look at ourselves.
government that works to redistribute this
What can we do? Read your Bible and
wealth fairly and in a way that values each
let it shape your character and prioritize
person as an essential part of our society for your values. Economic models merely exmore reasons than their level of productivplain the way people behave. While God is
ity. The loss of output in a market is well
outside of our economic models, a life lived
worth treating people more commensuin response to grace should bring about difrately with their worth.
ferent behavior. He can change us in ways
Can we reconcile morality and money?
that don’t seem possible within our theoretiContrary to popular belief, the strict logical cal framework. Be shaped now by biblical
foundation of capitalism does have room for truths so that you will have the fortitude to
more virtues than efficiency alone. This is
act morally both now and later in life, when
seen in Adam Smith’s work Theory of Moral
the stakes are much bigger, and the peer
Sentiments, which develops the ethical founpressure much stronger. Then go shape
dation of capitalism. In this book, self-inter- culture accordingly.
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Quiet trio of seniors bolsters Covenant’s defense

GARRETT REID

David Nielson challenges an opposing player for the ball.

By David Pifer
In the sports world, where flashy, bigtime plays and controversy seem to grab the
headlines, why should someone be expected
to know or care who Kerry Collins (Titan’s
quarterback) and Casey Hampton (Steeler’s
defensive tackle) are?
Who, I wonder, in light of the first NFL
game between the Steelers and the Titans
on Sunday, are the Kerry Collinses and
Casey Hamptons on our men’s soccer team?
Who are the role-playing performers that
glide under the radar yet consistently play a
crucial part?
While most people have probably heard
of Julian Allgeier, the Scots’ leading goalscorer, and most people know of Jackson
Slagle and Scott Schindler in part because of

their RA affiliations, there are several Scots
who tend to lead a quieter life on and off the
field.
David Nielson, Brent Ripple, and Derek
Wieldraayer all come to mind. How ironic it
is that although Nielson is the President’s son,
two of them are the team captains, and all
three are seniors, these three names often go
unlisted on the stat sheets and unspoken of
when observers and fans discuss games.
Playing in a defensive-midfield role,
senior David Nielson often has to perform
the brunt-labor for the team. Many a time
a goal will come from Nielson winning the
ball out of the back and sending it forward,
yet his contribution more often than not goes
unnoticed.
Nevertheless, Nielson has embraced this
role. He is a leader by example, who gives

it his all every time he steps on the pitch.
Known by teammates for his quick dribbling
bursts and fearless ability to win the ball
from players much larger than himself, Nielson made a name for himself on the team in
his freshman season and hasn’t looked back.
Voted captain in his junior year (a title he
has carried ever since), Nielson also collected
All-Conference honors last season.
“Nielson leads more through his actions than his words,” says junior Brian
Stair. “He’s definitely a quiet-strong type of
player.”
Following in a similar mold is fellow
senior Derek Wieldraayer. After watching
from the sidelines for most of his freshman
year, Derek had a coming-out party in his
sophomore season and helped inspire the
team to the NAIA national tournament with

Potts and Agate lead Scots golf at the Union Invitational
PINEVILLE, KY- The Covenant Golf
team opened their fall season at the two-day
2009 Union Bulldog Fall Classic on August
31. In the men’s team’s third place finish (of
five), senior Trevor Potts led the team with a
score on the second day of 73, and a combined
two day score of 154 earning him a fourth
place finish overall. The Scots play again at

the Piedmont College Invitational in Clarkesville, GA starting September 21. For the ladies, Jordan Agate’s 172 was good for a tie for
second to champion Tiffany Willis of Union
College who shot 81-86 for a two day total of
167. “I was pleased with my ball striking but
threw a lot of strokes away on the greens,” remarked the sophomore from Pennsylvania on
her performance at Pineville.

The Lady Scots reversed recent fortunes by rolling to three consecutive 3-0 victories
over the weekend. Johanna Stoep’s 53.8 attack percentage led the Lady Scots in
Friday’s match against Bluefield College as Covenant won handily 25-14, 25-18, 2523. In Saturday’s opener, the Lady Scots tallied 44 kills and 9 service aces en route
to their 30-28, 25-19, 25-21 victory over the Lady Cavaliers of UV-Wise. Covenant
closed out the weekend with yet another sweep, this time beating NCAA Division
III opponent Huntingdon College 25-20, 25-16, 25-22 (pictured at right).

GARRETT REID

By Mitch Prentis

several key performances.
“While Derek is soft-spoken on and off
the field, he plays with a passion for the game
and for our team. And, when he does speak,
he definitely gets our attention,” says senior
Ben Wagner. Indeed, Derek is a player who
could probably play almost anywhere on the
field and find success. He can defend and
score goals with the best of them, and when
his competitive nature decides to rear its
head, he is a force to be reckoned with.
Last but not least, there is captain Brent
Ripple, the “super” senior from Florida.
B-Rip, as he is affectionately known by his
teammates, is another player who prefers to
ply his trade behind the scenes for the team.
He is a distributer who uses his vision and
playmaking abilities to thread passes to goalscoring teammates, or to get the team out of
a pressure situation with a well-played ball.
Ripple found success on the team almost
immediately, starting a majority of the games
in his freshman season. Unlike the other two,
however, Ripple has dealt with injuries on
a much more regular basis. He was forced
to red-shirt his junior year because of a hip
altercation, and he still deals with nagging
back problems to this day.
Soft-spoken on the field, Ripple’s style of
play reveals his deep love for the game. He
appreciates every facet of it, from the beautiful goal to the diving save.
B-Rip also happens to be a die-hard
Steelers fan. As I sat in Buffalo Wild Wings
pondering these things, Steelers’ safety Troy
Polamalu made a phenomenal one-handed
interception. The Steelers fans in the building went crazy, and I felt my phone vibrate.
I looked down and saw Brent had sent me a
text. “You see that?” It said, “That play was
unbelievable. Polamalu is a beast!” I laugh to
myself, being reminded of just how passionate Brent is for the big plays in sports, even
when he doesn’t necessarily get the praise or
credit for them.
Indeed, Brent, Derek, and Nielson alike
are all passionate for the game, and they are
all players whose silent but meaningful presence inspires the team on a regular basis.

